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The tragedy would never have happened if

they had not _____ from the main group.

A) run out

B) cut out

C) taken over

D) turned off

E) broken away
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ran out: used up; quickly went 
outside 

cut out: switch that cuts off 
electricity in case of an overload; 
stop doing; leave out 

take over: capture, take into 
command 

turn off :v. shut off (an appliance, 
the light, etc.); turn onto a 
different path, stray from one's 
original course

break away: run away, escape; 
disconnect, cut off ties, isolate 
oneself 

run out: dışarı koşmak, akmak, sızmak, 
bitmek, tükenmek, sona ermek 
(süre), geçmek, çıkıntı yapmak, dışarı 
atmak, kovalamak, bitirmek 

cut out: kesip çıkarmak, biçmek, yenmek, 
gölgede bırakmak, uzatmamak, 
kesmek, ayırmak, sürüden 
uzaklaştırmak, sollamak amacıyla 
şerit değiştirmek, oyundan çıkmak 

take over: devralmak, üstlenmek, 
yönetimini almak, ön plâna çıkmak 

turn off: kapamak, söndürmek, 
savuşturmak, canını sıkmak, işten 
çıkarmak, sapmak 

break away: kaçmak, kirişi kırmak, 
ayrılmak, kurtulmak 
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As managing director he is expected to

_____ himself the sole responsibility for

launching the campaign.

A) make for

B) take upon

C) care for

D) bring about

E) lock into
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I would like to open a private old people’s

home but I don’t know yet how to ____ it.

A) look through

B) set about

C) rush upon

D) put on

E) turn on
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He was rather ____ when he learned that his

proposal had been turned down.

A) hurried on

B) sent away

C) found out

D) seen to

E) put out
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I was astonished to learn how such an

experienced man as Dr Foster could be ____

by her tricks.

A) locked up

B) found out

C) run over

D) made up

E) taken in
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I don’t know how the nurse ____ the

constant demands of that elderly patient.

A) thinks over

B) changes over

C) puts up with

D) wakes up

E) turns on
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After that last incident, even the manager

admits that we can ____ their services.

A) go on

B) do without

C) put out

D) show off

E) break into
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Following the bomb explosion in the

shopping centre, the police have been warning

people to ____ any suspicious-looking parcel.

A) rely on

B) run through

C) take over

D) watch out for

E) send for
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In an effort to ____ the rate of inflation many

banks have raised their interest rates.

A) run out of

B) watch out

C) stand by

D) put out

E) keep up with
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As my secretary will be away for a couple

of days, would you be kind enough to ____ my

correspondence?

A) play back

B) bring off

C) take care of

D) return to

E) turn off
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Before I send this article to the editor, I’d be

grateful if you could ____ it for me.

A) watch out

B) look up

C) break through

D) take over

E) go through
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I had my doubts about her when I took her

on, but now I’m pleased to say that she has

____ to be a talented executive.

A) taken up

B) run over

C) turned out

D) made out

E) carried on
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Due to the industrialisation and
colonisation, the nineteenth century ____ the
greatest expansion of wealth the world had
ever known.
A) brought about
B) put off
C) held up
D) gave in
E) set off
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The two archaeologists have tried hard to

read the inscription in old Latin, but I do not

think they have ____ what it really means.

A) got away with

B) written off

C) taken after

D) made out

E) brought up
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The children of today are healthier and

better ____ than those of the past, and far

fewer of them die in infancy.

A) disposed of

B) fed up

C) rounded up

D) looked into

E) cared for
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He’s basically a very reallient person so you

can be sure he’ll soon ____ this

disappointment.

A) make out

B) put through

C) get over

D) look up

E) fall through
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Whatever the pressures put upon him, I

think it is highly unlikely that James would

ever ____ anyone.

A) walk away with

B) give in to

C) make up for

D) get away with

E) fall through
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As soon as the leak in the boiler was

noticed, one of the engineers was naturally

_____ .

A) taken after

B) run down

C) made out

D) sent for

E) turned up
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At the board meeting, his suggestion was

_____ as it seemed politically controversial.

A) put out

B) taken out

C) held in

D) burst into

E) cast aside
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Despite the gusty wind they were able to put

out the fire before it ____ .

A) fell off

B) was taken into account

C) was held out

D) got out of hand

E) broke up
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I don’t know how we are going to ____ the

expected surge of immigrants into the

country.

A) run through

B) cope with

C) put out

D) take down

E) look over
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The Jewish immigrants, who ____ the boat
in England, formed the bulk of the ethnic
groups arriving in a country historically wary
of foreigners.
A) took after
B) got off
C) turned up
D) made up
E) showed off
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Since most of the world’s commercial

apples lack genetic diversity, they are unable

to ____ a disease or a pest.

A) put away

B) hold up

C) fight off

D) get off

E) break out
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The atmosphere ____ the earth as if it were

a huge roof.

A) breaks up

B) makes for

C) hangs over

D) puts off

E) runs over
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Before the meeting begins, it would be
advisable to remind him that he is not on any
account to ____ the subject of unemployment
insurance.
A) look through
B) bring up
C) take back
D) break out
E) make out
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A hundred years ago the chestnut ____ a

quarter of the hardwood trees in America.

A) turned down

B) got through

C) made up

D) made out

E) put down
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Evidence of racial bias in sentencing helped
to convince certain states in America to ____
capital punishment in the late 1960s and early
1970s.
A) keep down
B) rule against
C) put out
D) point out
E) break through
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Natural disasters have been defined as
ecological disruptions exceeding the
adjustment capacity of a community and ____
outside assistance.
A) stepping up
B) putting up with
C) look after
D) calling for
E) dealing with
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It is hard for a tiger, especially an

inexperienced one, to ____ how to attack an

animal that is facing it.

A) figure out

B) keep away

C) rule out

D) fall back

E) run over
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The problem of how to ____ the vast

quantities of waste we produce, requires our

urgent attention.

A) bring up

B) win over

C) find out

D) put off

E) deal with
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Once the children have grown up I shall

start travelling again, and I'm really ____ that.

A) passing on to

B) waiting up for

C) looking forward to

D) making up for

E) going along with
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I'm afraid I can't ____ the signature on this

painting but it has been signed.

A) make out

B) take out

C) find out

D) turn back

E) put down
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The top research universities in the U.S.A.
are ____ the fact that women researchers are
encountering substantial barriers to career
advancement.
A) waiting for
B) pulling out of
C) facing up to
D) trying out
E) turning up
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His doctor ____ advising him to take it

easy for a while and stop all overtime but he

didn't listen.

A) made up

B) kept on

C) ran through

D) left out

E) played down
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Because critical periods occur throughout

pregnancy, a woman should continuously ____ her

health.

A) keep in with

B) put up with

C) find out

D) take good care of

E) look up to
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In the early twentieth century, a number of
scientists, who had been trained as physicists,
were interested in the study of biological
organisms, and their efforts ____ the field we now
call molecular biology.
A) took leave of
B) made up for
C) gave rise to
D) showed up
E) fell apart
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In the introduction to this book, the writer 
____ a foreign policy that makes world peace 
the top

A) calls for

B) holds out

C) keeps up

D) puts on

E) brings about
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The population of the underdeveloped
countries is growing so fast that the
agricultural activities there are unable to
----- the progressively rising demand for
food.
A) keep up with
C) look out for
B) make sure of
D) bring up
E) sort out
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Among the Maori of New Zealand, each
community has developed its own way of
----- crimes and has chosen a number of
different punishments to match them.
A) holding up
B) coming along
C) dealing with
D) paying for
E) taking over
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The foreman has a way of making most people 
do what he wants, but somehow I don't think 
he'll manage to ---- the new director. 

A) get around 

B) make up for 

C) turn over 

D) keep up with 

E) rule out 
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The man who created the first computer virus has 
been sentenced to 20 months in an American 
federal prison, and it is generally agreed that he 
has been ---- very lightly. 

A) shown up 

B) let off 

C) taken down 

D) given up 

E) brought in 
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The first two paragraphs ____ the particular
requirements of the digital environment as the
source of data and as a means of producing maps
and other visualisations.
A) lay emphasis on 
B) run out of
C) break through 
D) stop short of
E) look down on
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As Egypt ---- its biggest irrigation project, the

Pharaohs' dream of spreading their kingdoms

into the deserts coming true.

A) puts off 

B) embarks on 

C) breaks up

D) tries on 

E) shows up
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In China's largest psychiatric facility there is a

serious lack of resources but the staff try hard

to ---- this in their treatment of the patients.

A) come up with 

B) go in for

C) put up with 

D) set oat for

E) make up for
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Jean Chretien ---- after more than ten years as

Canada’s prime minister.

A) steps down 

B) makes out 

C) runs out

D) holds up 

E) points out
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Solar heating never ---- in the US because of the

cost and limited winter sunlight in most areas.

A) caught on 

B) played up 

C) turned over

D) waited on 

E) looked back
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There has been increasing pressure in the US to
---- the amount of funding allocated to foreign aid,
and instead, use the funds to improve the
domestic economy.
A) make up for 
B) point out to 
C) keep up with
D) cut down on 
E) take up with
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Cells convert energy from one form to another and 
use that energy to ---- various activities, ranging 
from mechanical work to chemical synthesis. 

A) turn off 

B) use up 

C) take in 

D) carry out 

E) pick up 
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Kosrae is the smallest of the four island states
that ---- the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM),
the largest and most populous political entity that
emerged after World War II.
A) keep away 
B) tie up with
C) make up 
D) set down
E) take on
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